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1. **05-0145P Petit Theft (attempted) 05/24/05**  
On this date at approximately 1526 hours a USFPD officer witnessed a non-USF male walking out of the Poynter Library with a library magazine concealed in his waist band. The alarm sounded and the subject gave the magazine back to a librarian. The USFPD officer trespassed the subject and escorted him off campus.  
Officer Bell investigated. Prosecution was declined, case exceptionally cleared.

2. **05-0147P Grand Theft 05/25/05**  
At approximately 1938 hours on this date, a male USF student reported the theft of his bicycle from the Davis Hall bike rack.  
Officer Bell investigated. Case placed on inactive status pending further developments.

3. **05-0152P Breaking and Entering 05/28/05**  
On this date at approximately 1900 hours, a non-USF female reported her vehicle had been broken into in lot #5 next to the Tavern. Nothing was taken, but the steering column was damaged, indicating a possible attempted vehicle theft.  
Officer Young investigated. Case placed on inactive status pending further developments.